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In this paper, we report on an efficient and eco-friendly approach to fabricate AAOs in oxalic acid electrolyte, which exhibits a relatively wide range of electrolyte temperatures for stable anodization. Our strategy consists of simultaneous multi-surfaces anodization (SMSA) for fabricating plural AAOs and direct detachment of those AAOs from an aluminum (Al) substrate by applying stair-like reverse biases (SRBs) in the same electrolyte used for the SMSAs. A unit sequence including SMSA sequentially combined with SRBs-based detachment can be applied repeatedly to the same Al substrate for mass production of AAOs. Dimensional characteristics of AAOs were quantitatively controlled with respect to the electrolyte temperature as well as the number of applied sequences, and SRBs-based direct detaching characteristics depending on the AAO thickness were investigated as a function of the number of stairs in SRBs. The AAOs fabricated here were used as nanoporous templates for synthesizing π-conjugated polymer nanomaterials with various diameters, and their structural and optical characteristics were studied with respect to their physical dimensions. We also fabricated capacitive humidity sensors designed on interdigitated electrode structures with nanoporous AAOs, and discussed their superior device performances.

1. Introduction

Anodization is a tradition-long technique, which has been utilized for a metal surface treatment enabling an anti-corrosive protection against atmospheric environments as well as an adhesive reinforcement of paint primers.1–4 After the report on the two-step anodization resulting in a distinct improvement of the structural periodicities over the extended spatial regime,5,6 anodic aluminum oxides (AAOs) have been widely adopted in diverse research fields, such as representative nanoporous templates for one-dimensional (1-dim.) nanostructures,7–13 membrane filters,14–17 evaporation/etching masks,18–21 humidity sensors,22–28 energy storage devices,29–32 and bio-applications,33–36 etc. These applications excluding surface treatments require AAOs with freestanding forms, i.e., separation from aluminum (Al) substrate, thus various strategies have been developed in the viewpoints of not only AAO fabricating (anodizing) but also AAO separating procedure.

For AAO fabrication, mild anodization (MA) techniques were well-established under three major acidic (sulfuric, oxalic, and phosphoric) electrolytes.3,5,37–39 However, relatively lower intensities of the anodic voltages resulted in low yield of AAO fabrication due to the slow growth rates, which would get worse under the two-step anodizing conditions. In order to overcome these limitations of MAs, hard anodization (HA) techniques have been developed, in which AAOs were produced by using relatively higher anodic voltages in sulfuric/oxalic acid electrolytes or under more concentrated phosphoric acid electrolytes.40–45 AAOs fabricated in HA conditions exhibit clear enhancements of nanopores’ periodicities as well as growth rates, however, the initial nanopore diameter ($D_{in}$) and interpore distance ($D_{out}$) of the AAOs through the HA are larger than those from the MA, which could restrict their potential applicability. In addition, high current densities originated from the HA conditions intensify the exothermic characteristics of anodization, so expensive cooling systems46 or additional cooling reagents in acidic electrolyte should be needed for compensating the heating and/or burning problems.47

A couple of alternative approaches have been proposed by considering the advantages and disadvantages of both MA and...
HA. Kashi et al. reported on an accelerated MA method, which exhibited about ten times faster AAO growth rate than conventional MA by selectively increasing temperature at backside of Al substrate.34 Cheng and Ngan demonstrated that anodization under higher acid concentration and temperature than standard MA conditions could improve growth rate of AAO and arrangement of the hexagonal unit cells.35 Xu and co-workers reported that there existed on the optimal amount of ethanol addition into the acidic electrolyte, which was typically used as a coolant for HA.46–49 for increasing AAO growth rate under MA condition.51

For separating an AAO from the Al substrate, toxic chemicals containing heavy metal ions, such as mercury chloride or copper chloride are commonly used for dissolving the remaining part of the Al substrate, which is another time-consuming part in the conventional AAO fabricating methods. The chemical etching and AAO separation time could be reduced a little by adding hydrochloric acid into CuCl2 aqueous solution.52,55–57 However, these chemical etching-based AAO separation methods show critical disadvantages in terms of environmentally hazardous residues and dissipating valuable resources. Therefore, many efforts have been made for direct detachment of an AAO from the Al substrate, which can guarantee a reusability of the remaining Al substrate, by reversing polarity of the anodic voltage, or applying a pulse-type anodic voltage.58,59,60 The former strategy took too much time (e.g., 12–24 h).61 and details of the detaching mechanism were not fully understood. Recently, Choudhary and Szalai reported on thickness-dependent behavior of a cathodic delamination of an AAO in nitric acid electrolyte and accumulation of the texturing effects.62 The latter ones should require butanedione and/or perchloric acid-based detaching electrolytes, which are also hazardous and highly reactive, although the definite reduction of the AAO separating time and recent report on the proposed detaching mechanism.63 Furthermore, changing electrolyte between anodizing and detaching would require an additional cleaning procedure, which might induce a complicated process within whole procedure.

Yanagishita and Masuda upgraded their previous two-step anodization technique, which composed of normal (upper) and sacrificial (lower) AAO layers with different solubility.64 A sacrificial AAO, fabricated under much higher acid concentration (12 M), was dissolved more easily in appropriate etchants for separating normal AAO with through-hole structure, which was attributed that more anions would infiltrate into alumina (Al2O3) region due to the high acid concentration and temperature of the remaining Al substrate as long as it remains without the toxic/reactive chemicals and sophisticated procedures. Considering the history and trend in the anodization-related research fields, it would be highly demanded to extend the SMSA and SRBs-based techniques in the other acidic electrolyte, which also guarantees the resultant AAOs with distinct mechanical as well as dimensional properties for various applications. In this regard, we chose oxalic acid, which has relatively wide range of the electrolyte temperatures for stable anodizations comparing with sulfuric acid, and lower anodic voltage than that of phosphoric acid. In this paper, we present a facile and eco-friendly strategy for mass-fabrication of the AAOs and their various applications, as shown in Fig. 1. SMSAs and SRBs-based detachment were successfully realized in an oxalic acid electrolyte under the MA condition. A unit sequence including two-step SMSAs sequentially combined with SRBs-based detachment was repeated up to six times on multi-surfaces of a same Al substrate. Dimensional characteristics of AAOs were quantitatively investigated as functions of the electrolyte temperatures as well as applied sequences, and SRBs-based direct detaching characteristics depending on the AAO thickness were investigated as a function of the number of stairs in SRBs. The AAOs fabricated here were used as nanoporous templates for synthesizing π-conjugated polymer nanomaterials with various diameters. The structural and optical characteristics of the nanomaterials were also studied with respect to their physical dimensions. We fabricated capacitive humidity sensors by using nanoporous AAOs and interdigitated electrodes, and their device performances were analyzed.

2. Experimental: schematic definition of fabrication and applications of nanoporous AAOs

2.1 Massive and eco-friendly fabrication of AAOs

Fig. 1a shows a flow chart describing our plural AAOs fabricating procedures. The multi-surfaces of a single Al substrate having rectangular parallelepiped structure were simultaneously electropolished in order to minimize the surface roughness. Next, the electropolished multi-surfaces were simultaneously pre-anodized in an oxalic acid aqueous solution under the standard MA condition (hereafter referred as Pre-SMSA). For after eliminating the Pre-AAOs, the periodically textured multi-surfaces were simultaneously main-anodized (Main-SMSA) under the same conditions of the Pre-SMSA. For investigating the electrolyte temperature and applied sequence dependent behavior, the Pre- and Main-SMSAs were performed in 8 h and 10 h, respectively. In order to investigate the
thickness dependent detaching characteristics, the applied times of Pre-SMSAs were fixed at 6 h, and those of the Main-SMSAs were varied from 1 h to 15 h. For the simultaneous detachment of the plural AAOs from the Al substrate, SRBs were applied to the Al substrate in the same oxalic acid electrolyte used for the two-step SMSAs. Stair in SRBs was controlled from $-19 \text{ V}$ to $-24 \text{ V}$ via RS-232C interfaced PC program without time intervals. The applied time of each stair was fixed at 10 min for $-19 \text{ V}$, $-20 \text{ V}$, $-21 \text{ V}$, $-22 \text{ V}$, and $-23 \text{ V}$, respectively, and the final stair of $-24 \text{ V}$ was maintained until the detaching procedure completed. After the detachment of the plural AAOs, the alumina residues were chemically dissolved away, and then, the remaining Al substrate was re-used for the next AAOs fabrication (see the ESI† for more details).

Blue-dashed box in Fig. 1a defines a unit sequence for fabricating one set of AAOs, which consists of (i) $n_{\text{th}}$ Pre-SMSA, (ii) $n_{\text{th}}$ Pre-AAOs Etching, (iii) $n_{\text{th}}$ Main-SMSA, (iv) $n_{\text{th}}$ SRBs-Detaching, and (v) $n_{\text{th}}$ Residual Alumina Etching, where $n$ denotes the number of the applied sequence ($n = 1, 2, 3, \ldots$). Repetitive applications of the unit sequences to a single Al substrate is illustrated schematically in Fig. 1b, which would imply a necessity of new definition appropriate for yield of simultaneous and plural AAOs fabrication under our multi-surfaces environments. Unlike the conventional mono-surface anodization, we define yield of AAO fabrication as number of AAOs per single sequence. Because individual procedure in the unit sequence is conducted at every surfaces of the Al substrate immersed in acidic electrolyte, we distinguish each surface and corresponding AAO from that surface with respect to the counter electrode; for example, we designate “Front” as a surface confronting the platinum (Pt) counter electrode, and so on. The oxalic acid electrolyte was kept using during one whole sequence, and then changed to fresh one for quantitative comparisons.

### 2.2 Application of AAOs (1): nanoporous templates for synthesizing nanomaterials

Fig. 1c shows a perspective view of as-detached single AAO with barrier oxide layer. In order to use as-prepared AAOs for nanoporous templates, both ends of nanopores in the AAOs should...
be opened into through-hole structure. For controlling the nanopore diameter ($D_p$) more precisely, which directly influences on those of nanomaterials, we separated barrier-removing procedure from pore-widening one. Fig. 1d shows a schematic diagram of template-synthesis method for 1-dim. nanomaterials.\textsuperscript{44} π-Conjugated polymer nanomaterials, e.g., light-emitting poly(3-methylthiophene) (P3MT) and conducting polypyrrole (PPy) nanowires (NWs), were fabricated through the electrochemical polymerization method based on the nanoporous AAOs with various $D_p$ (see the ES† for more details).\textsuperscript{68,69}

2.3 Application of AAOs (2): sensing and frame materials for humidity sensor

Highly accurate and reliable detection of gaseous stimuli including humidity/moisture in different environments becomes more and more important for comfortable and safe human life as well as precise controls of the various technological processes.\textsuperscript{76–79} Considering relatively large surface area of the AAO originated from its porous structure (Fig. 1c), which would be significantly beneficial for various sensing applications,\textsuperscript{4,70,72} we fabricated a capacitive humidity sensor by using our nanoporous AAO with barrier oxide layer as a sensing and frame material, as shown in Fig. 1e. In capacitive type of humidity detection using nanoporous AAO, it is one of key issues to improve linear responsibility and sensitivity of the devices under low relative humidity (RH) region.\textsuperscript{28,70} Initial chemisorption followed by physisorptions of water molecules on the inner surfaces of nanopores induces not only low capacitance but also non-linearity at low RH condition.\textsuperscript{22,28}

Humidity sensing characteristics of the devices based on as-prepared AAOs and pore-widened ones exhibited only quasi-linear response in semi-logarithmic scale of the capacitance,\textsuperscript{22–27} which might hinder a humidity measurement with a high degree of accuracy. In this paper, we suggest a very simple and effective solution for increasing the humidity sensing capability, in which the barrier oxide layer plays an important role.

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Repetitive applications of two-step SMSAs and SRBs-detachment in oxalic acid electrolyte

Fig. 2a and b show the current–time ($I$–$t$) characteristic behaviors in the two-step SMSAs from 1$_{st}$ to 6$_{th}$ sequence, applied on a same Al substrate with respect to the various electrolyte temperatures. All the $I$–$t$ characteristic curves of the Pre-SMSAs exhibit more complicated variations comparing with those of the Main-SMSAs, because formations of nanopores initiated at irregularly distributed concaves on the non-textured (i.e., electropolished) Al surfaces, which would merge to a stable formation of regular nanopores array resulting in the texturing effects.\textsuperscript{34,36} As shown in Fig. 2a, distinct enhancements of the current levels in the whole $I$–$t$ characteristic curves of the two-step SMSAs in each sequence were observed with increasing the electrolyte temperature. The current in anodization originates from electron transfer due to the exothermic oxidation/
dissolution of the boundaries. However, permeation of the acidic electrolyte as well as extension of the bubbling effects into the inner areas along the multi-interfaces between each AAO and corresponding Al surface were also observed, analogous to the SRBs-detachment in the sulfuric acid electrolyte. For comparison, we applied a constant RB of $-24\,\text{V}$ or larger absolute intensity to the AAO fabricated in the same condition of 4th sequence, which detached some parts of the AAO with irregular shapes, which was not even reproducible. In addition, remaining part as well as the other AAOs were not detached even increasing the applied time more than 1 h, because the constant RB interacted violently with the AAO-peeled Al surface rather than boundaries in the acidic electrolyte, which might affect the Al surfaces adversely in the aged acidic electrolyte with abundant Al$^{3+}$ ions. When a constant RB of $-21\,\text{V}$ was applied, the current did not increase even holding it more than 2 h, and detachment of the AAO did not occur.

Fig. 2d shows a photograph of the as-detached AAOs and remaining Al substrate, which was taken right after SRBs-detachment. By careful spreading the AAOs with an aid of tweezers, it was observed that the upper part of the detached AAO still connected to the remaining Al substrate as depicted by red-dashed ellipse in Fig. 2d, because about three quarters of the Al substrate was immersed in the oxalic acid electrolyte during the SMSAs and SRBs detachment. The undetached part was mechanically broken for complete separation of the AAO. SRBs could optimally accelerate the dissolution of boundaries formed by SMSAs, which would be a key factor for the simultaneous detachments of the plural AAOs as continuous single pieces with identical length and width of the corresponding Al surfaces. It should be noted that the Pre-AAOs were also detached well through the SRBs (see the Fig. S2†), which can be utilized depending on the applications, such as effective filtrations for ultra-fine dust or water–oil separation, etc.

Fig. 3 presents the outputs resulted from the six times repetitions of the AAO fabricating sequences on a single Al substrate. The plural AAOs showing yellowish colors were obtained as continuous single pieces with equal dimensions of front and back surfaces (see the Fig. S3 and S4† for the detached AAOs from two sides and bottom surfaces). However,
an aperture (i.e., perforated area) was found in the AAO detached from the front surface under the 1st sequence at 0 °C (hereafter referred as 1st-Front-AAO) and 1st-Back-AAO, respectively. In addition, a crack was also identified in the 2nd-Front-AAO. These defects might be originated from the relatively thinner thicknesses of the AAOs due to the lower electrolyte temperatures indicating that SRBs detaching condition should be further optimized for thinner AAOs, which will be investigated more details in Section 3.2. The hue and saturation of the AAO colors grew richer from almost transparent (0 °C) to vivid yellowish (15 °C) tones with respect to the electrolyte temperatures, which was also attributed to the anion-infiltrated anodization mechanism. Periodic arrangements of the nanopores were well identified in all the
scanning electron microscope (SEM) images implying that our SMSAs and SRBs-detachments functioned independent of not only the surface location but also applied sequence. As increasing the electrolyte temperatures from 0 °C (1st), to 15 °C (4th), the \( D_{Po} \) of the AAOs was also increased, whereas the \( D_{Po} \) of the AAOs fabricated under the fixed electrolyte temperature of 15 °C (4th–6th) remained almost same. These results were well agreed with Fig. 2a and b, because the \( D_{Po} \) was strongly correlated with the temperature-dependent and electric field-assisted local dissolution of alumina,\(^{1,4,5,34}\) which would be one of the main components in anodizing current. However, the \( D_{Int} \) of all the AAOs did not much changed regardless of the electrolyte temperatures. The insets of the SEM images in Fig. 3 showed the barrier oxide layers having a honeycomb structure composed of hexagonal unit cells with almost constant area, which also supported the invariant \( D_{Int} \). In addition, this result pointed out that a cleavage plane through the SRBs-detachment in the oxalic acid electrolyte was also beneath the barrier oxide, just as in the sulfuric acid electrolyte.

As shown in Fig. 4a, those of 2nd-Front-AAO (5 °C), 3rd-Front-AAO (10 °C), and 4th-Front-AAO (15 °C) were linearly increased to be 31.3 ± 1.84 nm, 37.3 ± 1.40 nm, and 44.2 ± 2.71 nm, respectively. The 5th-Front-AAO and 6th-Front-AAO exhibited almost comparable \( D_{Po} \) of 44.9 ± 1.72 nm and 45.2 ± 1.89 nm due to the same electrolyte temperature of 15 °C. The averaged \( D_{Int} \) of all the AAOs lied between 96.7 ± 2.24 nm (1st–Back-AAO) and 98.1 ± 2.64 nm (5th-Front-AAO), which were not much influenced by the electrolyte temperatures. These results implied that the \( D_{Int} \) and unit cell size were mainly determined by the anodic voltage and electrolyte concentration. Considering the error bars in Fig. 4a, differences of the \( D_{Po} \) and \( D_{Int} \) seemed to be negligible between Front- and Back-AAOs.

### 3.2 AAO thickness dependent SRBs detaching behaviors

As observed in Fig. 3, SRBs consisting of 4 stairs (−21 V, −22 V, −23 V, and −24 V) exhibited a limited capability of detaching thin AAO, especially thinner than ~50 μm, which resulted in perforated area and/or crack sometimes. Therefore, we further optimized the SRBs detaching conditions about various thicknesses of the AAOs. Fig. 5a shows the \( I–t \) characteristic curves of the Main-SMSAs with different anodizing times from 1 h to 15 h at fixed electrolyte temperature of 15 °C, which were repeatedly applied up to 7 sequences on a same Al substrate. Beside the gradual decrease of the current with respect to the anodizing time in the individual \( I–t \) characteristic curve, which was very analogous to Fig. 2a and b, the entire \( I–t \) characteristic curves were also decreased with increasing the number of the applied sequences ascribed to the reduction of the total anodizing area.

Fig. 5b to h present \( V–t \) profiles (right axes) of SRBs used for Fig. 5a and corresponding \( I–t \) characteristic curves (left axes) during the SRBs-detachments. For thicker AAOs fabricated under the Main-SMSAs of 15 h and 12 h, the number of stairs in SRBs could be reduced to 2 (Fig. 5b) and 3 (Fig. 5c), respectively, and defect-free AAOs were well detached. Fig. 5d and e prove

![Fig. 4](image-url)  
Dimensional analyses of the as-prepared AAOs with respect to the electrolyte temperatures and applied sequences: (a) variations of the \( D_{Po} \) and \( D_{Int} \). (b) Variation of the AAO thicknesses. The inset shows a top view of the equipotential line distribution between the Al working electrode and Pt counter electrode.
that SRBs with 4 stairs would be an optimal detaching condition for the AAO with a thickness more than ~60 μm. However, when the same SRBs with 4 stairs were applied to sample from the Main-SMSA of 4 h, perforating and/or cracking happened in Front- and Back-AAO, respectively, as shown in the inset of Fig. 5f. These defects generation might be correlated with the AAO thickness and detaching speed. Considering the above results, SRBs detaching condition was modified for sample from the Main-SMSA of 2 h by adding a stair of ~20 V at the beginning stage of detaching procedure (Fig. 5g), which could slow down the detaching speed. The photograph in the inset of Fig. 5g exhibits that defect-free (i.e., continuous single pieces) AAOs were successfully obtained with equal dimensions of the front and back surfaces, respectively. Fig. 5h demonstrates further extension of our detaching strategy for thinnest AAOs from the Main-SMSA of 1 h, which was accomplished through the SRBs with total 6 stairs from ~19 V to ~24 V. In addition, it shows highly transparent nature, and printed texts were clearly identified through the AAO as shown in the inset of Fig. 5h. The results indicate that lower intensity of stair in SRBs could induce more homogenous and stable dissolution of the boundaries, which plays a crucial role in the SRBs-detachment of thinner AAO.

In Fig. 5i, linear variation of the AAO thicknesses is observed with respect to the anodizing times, and differences between Front- and Back-AAOs were also confirmed just as in Fig. 4b (see the Table S2†). The inset photograph in Fig. 5i verifies that flexible nature appears in AAOs with relatively thinner thicknesses (black-dashed circle).

3.3 π-Conjugated polymer nanowires with various diameters

In order to control the $D_p$ in wider range, we chose the AAOs with smallest $D_{po}$ fabricated at 0 °C as a starting material for the pore-widening procedure. Fig. 6a shows the SEM images of the AAOs after pore-widening treatment with different times. With increasing the pore-widening time from 5 to 55 min, averaged $D_p$ of the AAO was also enlarged from 27.6 ± 1.48 nm to 72.9 ± 2.27 nm, as shown in Fig. 6 (see also Table S3†). The AAOs with the averaged $D_p$ of 27.6 ± 1.48 nm (pore-widening for 5 min) and 52.2 ± 1.84 nm (pore-widening for 35 min) were selected for
synthesizing the nanomaterials, which were indicated by red arrows in Fig. 6b.

The SEM images of the electrochemically synthesized, conducting PPy NWs with various diameters were presented in Figs. 6c–f, respectively. Open-end structures (i.e., tubular-like shape) identified in the Fig. 6e and inset of Fig. 6f were a typical feature observed in the PPy NWs, and transmission electron microscope (TEM) image shown in the inset of Fig. 6e proved the formation of NW with completely filled inside. The averaged diameters of the PPy NWs synthesized by using fabricated AAOs were estimated to be ~25 nm and ~50 nm, which were little bit smaller that $D_p$ of the AAOs owing to a tiny gap existing between hydrophilic AAO and hydrophobic organic materials. However, those of the PPy NWs synthesized by using purchased AAOs were estimated to be ~140 nm and ~250 nm, which were much larger than specifications provided by the manufacturer. This inconsistency was originated that nanopores in the purchased AAOs showed spheroid-like shape with non-uniform $D_p$, where the $D_p$ at the middle of the nanopore would be larger than those at both ends, which would be appropriate for filtering applications.

Fig. 7 exhibits the light-emitting P3MT NWs synthesized by using fabricated and purchased AAOs. As shown in Figs. 7a and b, distinct averaged diameters of ~25 nm and ~250 nm were clearly observed with respect to the corresponding $D_p$ of the AAOs, respectively. Fig. 7c shows the ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) absorption spectra the P3MT NWs dispersed in a chloroform solution. For the P3MT NWs with an averaged diameter of ~250 nm, the $\pi-\pi^*$ transition peak and broad bipolaron band were observed at 390 nm and ~780 nm, respectively. When the diameters of P3MT NWs were decreased from ~250 nm to ~25 nm, the $\pi-\pi^*$ transition peak was blue-shifted toward 380 nm, and became broadened, particularly enhancing its tail in shorter wavelength region, as shown in Fig. 7d, indicating the reduction of the $\pi$-conjugation length due to the confine synthesis within relatively narrow volume of the fabricated NWs.
In addition, the doping-induced bipolaron band was significantly decreased for the P3MT NWs with an averaged diameter of \( \phi \approx 25 \) nm, which could be utilized as active components in optoelectronic applications without further dedoping treatments (e.g., electrochemical reduction-oxidation\(^7\) or electron-beam irradiation\(^,6,8,9,74\) etc.). These results could be attributed to the dopants-assisted electrochemical polymerization mechanism\(^75\) and enhancement of the surface area resulted from the smaller diameters of the AAO, which could enable the dopant ions intercalated between the polymeric chains smearing out more easily by the counter ions (e.g., OH\(^-\)) exchanging effects during dedoping phenomena.\(^7,9,68,69,74\)

3.4 Humidity sensing performances: role of barrier oxide layer

Fig. 8a and b show schematic structures of capacitive humidity sensors based on the as-prepared AAOs with barrier oxide layers, where the interdigitated electrodes located onto the barrier oxide layer (Sensor-A) or the opposite open-pore side (Sensor-B), respectively. We would like to point out that the AAOs fabricated at \( 15 \) °C were chosen as sensing and frame materials, which have largest \( D_{P0} \) among our products, and do not go through the pore-widening procedure. As shown in the insets of Fig. 8a and b, the interdigitating structure of each electrode was well identified with the line width and distance between the adjacent lines of \( \approx 200 \) μm, respectively. Fig. 8c and d exhibit the SEM images of each humidity sensor taken at the borders of the electrodes confirming the appropriate formations of the electrodes on the desired positions, which also verified in the magnified SEM images shown in the corresponding insets. Fig. 8e and f compares capacitance variations of two AAO sensors with respect to RH by using linear–linear scale plots. Sensor-A showed quite linear responsive variations of capacitance in the intermediate RH regions (40–70% under 100 kHz and 60–90% under 1 MHz), whereas the capacitance were varied only in the high RH region \( (\approx 75\%) \) in Sensor-B, which was comparable to the previous reports at relatively high frequencies.\(^22–27\) The barrier oxide layer in Sensor-A might play an important role for storing the humidity inside the nanopores more effectively resulting in the linear variation of the capacitance even in the relatively low RH region without applying sophisticated add-ons,\(^79\) for examples magnetic field\(^28\) or water-sensitive sol–gel materials (e.g., polyethylene glycol).\(^72\) In Sensor-B, the interdigitated electrodes occupied some portion of the open-pore side, which would reduce an accessibility of humidity into and/or out of the nanopores. It is expected that the performances of our humidity sensors would be further improved by optimizing dimensional properties of the AAO and electrodes.\(^28,76,72\) These results represent a superior applicability of our devices such that one can choose the structure of the humidity sensors with respect to the interesting region of the RH. Moreover, our strategy, excluding the procedure for removing the barrier oxide layer, also exhibits another advantage in terms of the simplicity about device fabrication.
4. Conclusions

In summary, we successfully demonstrated two-step SMSAs and SRBs-based detachment techniques in an oxalic acid electrolyte for a facile and eco-friendly technique to fabricate AAOs, which can be extended for mass-production with efficient usage of natural resources by repeating the unit sequence to a single Al substrate. Dimensional characteristics ($D_{po}$ and thickness) of the AAOs were controlled through the fabricating conditions, such as the electrolyte temperature and anodizing time, whereas $D_{int}$ maintained almost identical value, which was mainly determined by the anodic voltage and electrolyte concentration. For diverse applications of the AAOs, conductive PPy and light-emitting P3MT NWs with various diameters were
electrochemically synthesized using fabricated and purchased AAOs. Capacitive humidity sensor having interdigitated electrodes on the barrier oxide layer of the AAO exhibited a linear response in the intermediate region of RH. As a next step for elevating the yield of AAO fabrication moreover, we are trying to combine our SMSAs and SRBs-detachment with HA condition, elevating the yield of AAO fabrication moreover, we are trying to combine our SMSAs and SRBs-detachment with HA condition, which could enrich the potential applicability of the AAOs in terms of extending controllability to $D_{\text{po}}$ and $D_{\text{int}}$ and their periodic arrangements.
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